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Getting Started with BBP

IN THIS CHAPTER, YOU WILL:

- Learn how Beyond Bullet Points (BBP) addresses the limited capacity of your audience’s working memory to process new information.
- See how you will use the BBP Story Template to create the foundation for your presentation that you will build upon with your narration and graphics.
- Prepare the BBP Story Template and review three ground rules for writing headlines.

MAKING A LIVE presentation with Microsoft® Office PowerPoint® 2007 is complex and difficult from a couple of perspectives. From a presenter’s point of view, you have many things you want to say and show during a presentation, including your purpose, your key points, and the many thoughts, ideas, anecdotes, arguments, data, and evidence that back up your key points. You would like your audience to integrate the new information into clear understanding in long-term memory, as shown in Figure 3-1.

FIGURE 3-1 The formidable challenge every presenter faces—the limited capacity of working memory.
But as you saw in Chapter 2, you also know what is happening from the audience’s point of view in terms of memory. Sensory memory can see and hear a potentially unlimited amount of verbal and visual information, but only for a fleeting second. Long-term memory can hold a potentially unlimited amount of information from 30 seconds to up to a lifetime. Yet the capacity of working memory to handle new information, the eye of the needle, is relatively limited for the few seconds it pays attention to what you are showing and saying.

That means that effectively communicating a message is not as easy as creating a PowerPoint presentation and assuming that you can deliver it through an unobstructed pipeline to the passive minds of your audience. Instead, you have to set PowerPoint myths aside and engage the three research realities you learned about in Chapter 2—finding the right amount of new information to engage the limited capacity of working memory without overloading it, engaging both the visual and the verbal channels, and guiding the working memory of your audience to help them integrate new information into their long-term memory. Some of the Beyond Bullet Points (BBP) techniques you will use to accomplish this are new, some you already know, and some are old techniques used in new ways. If you’re new to PowerPoint, you won’t have to unlearn old habits; instead, you’ll find here a better way to use PowerPoint from the start.

### What Does the Road Ahead Look Like?

This book guides you step by step as you see how BBP is applied in depth to one specific example presentation, using tools and techniques that you can apply to any presentation. People give such a wide range of types of presentations that it’s difficult to choose a single type to demonstrate how to apply the approach. The example presentation used in Chapters 4 through 8 features a topic most people can relate to—finance—and shows how BBP handles a challenging topic that would normally use only bullet points along with charts and graphs. The example in this book is intended to be delivered as a 45-minute presentation, so you can get a sense of what it takes to produce a presentation that long. This example topic is very different from the jury presentation in Chapter 1 yet still produces clear communication using the same underlying approach. You can adapt the same BBP process to a wide range of presentation topics, contexts, and purposes—Chapter 9 gives you a tour of more examples that you can review for inspiration.
WHAT TOOLS DO I NEED FOR BBP?

This book and the companion CD include what you need to get started with BBP. Of course, you’ll also need a computer with Microsoft Office Word 2007 and PowerPoint 2007 installed. As you begin or continue to work with BBP, the companion Web site to this book at www.beyondbulletpoints.com offers additional resources and a community to help you create BBP presentations smarter, faster, and easier from start to finish. If you have the capability, using a Tablet PC to create and give your BBP presentations will accelerate the process of working with your storyboard and will improve your live presentations by giving you the ability to interact with the audience in ways that are not possible otherwise. Many computer manufacturers offer Tablet PCs—to see what’s available, do a Web search for “Tablet PC reviews.”

You’ll find that BBP is both simple and hard. It’s simple because at many levels, it’s doing the obvious—like telling a story, getting to the point, or being more visual. And the basic work you do is to fill in the blanks of a Word document, create a PowerPoint file from the document, and then add graphics to the slides. But at many levels, BBP is hard too. BBP is not a quick fix or a patch that you can put over your current approach to PowerPoint. Learning BBP will take you through a sometimes challenging process of letting go of long-standing assumptions, habits, and practices. Especially if you have been using PowerPoint for years, BBP represents a fundamental shift in thinking and action. You won’t learn BBP in five minutes or an hour, but you will learn it over the course of a day, two days, a week, or a month as you read this book at your own pace and apply the process to your own presentations. Although there is a steep learning curve at the beginning, be assured that the process will get faster. Over time, with knowledge and practice of the techniques and tools in this book, you’ll be producing BBP presentations quickly and building an ever-growing library of resources that you can reuse later.

If you work for yourself or by yourself, you have no choice but to apply BBP on your own, and you’ll do just fine. But you’ll get the most out of BBP if you unlock the benefits it produces for teams. BBP offers organizations a process where they might not have had one before and often aligns PowerPoint with the group’s communications strategy for the first time. If possible, the most senior people should be involved in the BBP process along with others such as marketers, graphic designers, and even some of your customers who would be willing to join you. When BBP brings together these separate groups,
the efficient process of producing presentations increases the speed of decision making, reduces revisions, and improves the quality and impact of PowerPoint communications for both presenters and audiences. BBP will also reveal that people on your team have unexpected talents that will surprise you—perhaps computer engineers will turn out to be good at graphic design, graphic designers will be good at wordsmithing a logical argument, and statisticians will be good at facilitating the social process of BBP.

Sewing Up Understanding with BBP

When you face the limited capacity of the working memory of your audience to process new information, a core challenge is not creating the visuals and narration, but rather determining the underlying structure that will shape those elements in the first place. A structure focuses your ideas and helps you figure out what you want to say and how you want to say it. That’s where an incredibly powerful structural tool you will use comes into play—the BBP Story Template.

The Heart and Brain of BBP: The Story Template

With the lessons of the dual-channels theory from Chapter 2 in mind, filmmaking is an appropriate model for designing multimedia presentations because it plans and manages both visual and verbal information simultaneously. Filmmakers know that the best way to start planning a film is with the written word, in the form of a script. A script is much shorter and less detailed than a novel because it assumes that the visuals and dialog will play a major role in telling the story. The best scripts distill stories to their bare essence and strip away anything that does not contribute to a story’s singular focus.

When a writer completes a script, the document then becomes a powerful organizing tool that literally puts everyone on the same page. The script is the starting point for planning and producing visuals and dialog, and it serves as a way for everyone involved in the project to be clear on what everyone else is saying and doing. If you were a filmmaker and you started filming before you had a script—similar to working on a PowerPoint presentation without a written structure—you would probably waste time and resources while you changed your focus and figured out the story along the way.

Although putting your thoughts in writing adds a new step to your usual PowerPoint process, doing so will save you time and effort later. When you begin writing your PowerPoint script next in Chapter 4, you won’t have to start with an empty page, because you’ll use the story template shown in Figure 3.2 to guide you every step of the way.
The story template serves as a central organizing tool for the entire presentation. It is a visual interface for the structure of your presentation, helping you see the big picture on a single page or two before you commit to adding a visual and verbal track to individual slides. The story template has roots in many sources, including classical philosophy, contemporary media techniques, and the research described in Chapter 2. It draws from these inspirations and more and interprets them all through the lens of a process you can use to produce your next presentation.

**The Built-In Story Structure**

The Greek philosopher Aristotle recorded the classical elements of storytelling 2,400 years ago, including the concept that a story has a beginning, a middle, and an end. When you adapt this timeless idea to your PowerPoint presentations, you will ground your communications in a powerful technique that works.
The story template includes three sections, or acts, that form a classical story structure and correspond to the beginning, middle, and end of your presentation. Each act in the template is delineated by a horizontal black bar extending across the page, as shown in Figure 3-3. Act I begins your story by setting up all of the key story elements, including the setting, the main character, a conflict, and the desired outcome. Act II drives the story forward by picking up on the conflict in Act I and developing it through the actions and reactions of the main character in response to changing conditions. Act III ends the story by framing a climax and a decision that the main character must face to resolve the situation, revealing something about his or her character. This time-tested structure keeps your audience interested in your presentation and eager to find out what happens next.

**FIGURE 3-3** The BBP story template incorporates a classical story structure.
This three-part story structure follows natural patterns that underlie the way we think and understand. No one needs special training or technology to understand a classical story structure because it’s the way humans have been communicating with one another throughout history. Stories frame the context for communication and focus attention by making information specific and relevant to an audience. A story structure literally ties together scattered pieces of information. A story also can help you to focus your ideas, clarify your words and images, and produce an engaging experience for both you and your audiences. By reaching into the past and incorporating these fundamental ideas in your current PowerPoint story, you’ll be building on a solid foundation that ensures that your presentation is focused, clear, and engaging.

There is also a research basis for using a story structure. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the long-term memory of your audience already contains existing structures that can help working memory organize and integrate new information. One of the most basic structures is the three-act structure that forms the foundation for countless stories, novels, theatrical productions, films, and television shows. When you tap into this powerful three-part organizing structure that already exists in your audience’s long-term memory and apply it to the structure of the new information you present, as shown in Figure 3-4, you are well on your way to creating a clear pathway through the limited capacity of working memory.

FIGURE 3-4 Introducing the familiar three-act structure to new information as you present it to working memory.
The research principles described in Chapter 2 have been around as long as 50 years, and the idea of a story structure has been around even longer—for thousands of years. These are proven ideas and techniques that work—the real challenge is how to make the concepts practical as you work on your next PowerPoint presentation. To help get your job done quickly and efficiently, the fundamentals of classical story structure and the screenwriting process have already been adapted to your PowerPoint needs and incorporated into the story template.

In addition to a classical story structure, your story template also incorporates persuasive techniques that are useful for many types of presentations in different contexts. These techniques include using Aristotle’s classical concept that to persuade, you must appeal to emotion, reason, and personal credibility. Even if your intent is to simply inform an audience about something, you still have to persuade them to pay attention. Why should they listen? What’s in it for them? Act I of your story template will make sure that you persuade your audience to focus on your message, and Act II will make sure that you provide the logical reasoning they need to make a decision. You will infuse the entire presentation with personal credibility in terms of verbal clarity and conciseness and add visual credibility by matching your graphics and aesthetics with your audience.

**Theory Becomes Practical**

The innovation of the story template is that it brings together theory and a process into a practical tool you open up and use to structure and start every presentation. Everything you do here in the story template shapes the visuals and narration to come and sets up your ideas in a way that preconfigures and aligns information to best prepare it for its passage through the working memory of your audience. The story template ensures that every presentation accomplishes what you intend—understanding your audience members, tailoring your material to them, getting to the point, and establishing a priority and sequence for your ideas.

You don’t have to be an expert storyteller or an expert in cognitive theory; the template makes structuring your story as easy as filling in the blanks. In the cells of the story template, you’ll write out a complete sentence that describes what is happening at each point in your story, similar to writing a newspaper headline. As you fill in the blanks, you will be writing the actual story that you will present. When you’ve finished, you’ll have a completed one-page or two-page script. This process ensures that you stay focused on your ideas and include all the elements that make up a good story.

When you write your PowerPoint script using the story template, you focus on your ideas first rather than your graphics. After you complete the template in Word 2007, you’ll...
import the headlines into PowerPoint 2007, where each complete sentence you wrote will become the headline of a slide, as shown in Figure 3-5. This ensures that before you start working in PowerPoint 2007, you already know the key point you intend to make on each slide. Next you’ll take care of narration and sketch a graphic that you’ll soon replace with a finalized graphic.

This pivotal technique of turning your story template into a set of PowerPoint slides will help you to transform your written words into the foundation of a visual story. This will make your job of finding visuals easier by establishing exactly what you need to illustrate on every slide, and it will help your audience to understand your new information much faster by indicating clearly in the title area the meaning of every slide.

You’ll begin applying BBP step by step in Chapter 4; the following is a visual tour of how the three steps of BBP will unfold as you apply BBP to the specific presentation example in this book. Here you can see how each slide finds its context in the bigger presentation picture by following the three steps of BBP that help you, and your audience, sew up understanding.
Step 1: Choose a Story Thread and a Pattern to Follow

You need to quickly make an emotional connection with an audience in order to motivate them, and you can see the specific words that do that in Act I, where you write out the classical elements of a strong story beginning. The first five headlines you write in Act I of the story template will connect emotionally with an audience, define a problem they face, and explain how they can solve it. This forms the story thread that will carry attention through the entire presentation. You will reinforce the strength of the thread to carry new information through the working memory of your audience by applying a familiar pattern in the form of a verbal and visual motif, or recurring theme. After you complete Act I and the rest of the story template, you will import these five headlines into your PowerPoint presentation, where each statement becomes the headline of a PowerPoint slide, as shown in Figure 3-6.

FIGURE 3-6 The five sentences you write in the story template become the headlines of your first five slides.
Step 1: Choose a Story Thread and a Pattern to Follow

When you view the first five slides in Slide Sorter view, you can see by reading the headlines of the slides the story thread that will carry your specific sequence of ideas through the eye of the needle of working memory of your audience, as shown in Figure 3-7; this sequence will also provide the framework for your visuals and narration.

FIGURE 3-7 Act I defines what you will show to working memory in the first five slides.

Step 2: Pull Through What’s Most Important First

You set in motion a number of powerful processes in Act I of the story template that continue to play out as you create the rest of the slides in your presentation. Just as in Act I, you will break up your ideas in Act II into digestible pieces by writing out complete sentence headlines in the story template. Later each sentence will become the headline of a slide, as shown in Figure 3-8.
The challenge of any presentation is not to show all the information you have but instead to select the appropriate information to present. The story template guides you through the important process of selecting only the ideas your audience needs to know and breaking them into digestible chunks that are easier for your audience to understand. A logic-tree structure is built into Act II of the story template, as shown in Figure 3-9; this structure helps you put the most important information at the top level of attention, to increase memorability and application. A presentation should have a few key points, and you literally can see them in Act II, where you clarify and identify these top-level points, create a logical and clear structure, and perhaps most important, leave out nonessential information.
Step 2: Pull Through What’s Most Important First

FIGURE 3-9 A built-in logic-tree structure prioritizes your ideas from most important to least.

Completing Act II of the story template can be the hardest thing you do in BBP if you’re new to this way of thinking. But the investment in learning will sharpen your critical thinking skills and ensure that the new information in your presentation appears in the order and sequence needed to prevent overloading the working memory of your audience, as shown in Figure 3-10.

FIGURE 3-10 Act II makes sure that you present the correct priority and sequence of slides to working memory.
Step 3: Guide the Visual and Verbal Strands with Your Storyboard

With a completed script in hand, a filmmaker usually turns to a storyboard artist to sketch selected scenes from the story to show how things will look on screen. Storyboards help teams collaborate effectively—the sketches help everyone see how the story will look so that they can plan various aspects of production.

Your BBP storyboard will solve many of the problems found in the conventional PowerPoint approach because you start designing visuals and narration with a strong and coherent foundation in the form of a story structure that shapes the entire presentation. This story thread ties everything in the storyboard together and keeps one idea flowing to the next. No idea—or slide—is without specific meaning, context, and sequence.

Even before graphics and narration have been added to this presentation, you have already accomplished a significant task while completing the story template. You’ve broken up complicated ideas into digestible chunks to aid their passage through working memory. You will be able to work with your story in Slide Sorter view from now on to review your story structure and sequence, check your pacing and flow, and use visuals to tie together the various parts of your story. This planning ensures that you continually build on and improve your strong story foundation with a single unified set of visuals and words.

Next you will quickly apply layouts with slide backgrounds that indicate the three hierarchical levels of Act II slides, as shown in Figure 3-11, to set up preliminary visual cues that designate which slides are more important than others and how those slides fit into a sequence. After you do this, you will be able to easily see the three most important slides in your presentation—the dark gray ones. You’ll also be able to see your second-most important slides—the light gray ones—and your third-most important slides—the white ones—so that you can easily locate and hide them if you need to quickly scale down the presentation to a shorter amount of time. These slides are the foundation for
Step 3: Guide the Visual and Verbal Strands with Your Storyboard

the fully designed layouts and backgrounds you use to cue working memory when you add graphics in Chapter 8.

FIGURE 3-11 Next you'll cue working memory by applying layouts with preliminary slide backgrounds to the three hierarchical levels of Act II slides.

Next you will plan the narrated soundtrack of the presentation by writing out the verbal explanation for each headline in the off-screen text box in Notes Page view, as shown in Figure 3-12. In line with the dual-channels theory described in Chapter 2, this helps you seamlessly integrate each visual with its verbal explanation. By capturing in the notes area a record of the rich verbal explanation that will accompany the slide, you then will choose the simplest possible visual to illustrate the headline of each slide.
FIGURE 3-12 First you write out what you will say for each headline in the off-screen notes area (bottom). After you have recorded the information that you will convey with your voice, you will next add a simple graphic to the on-screen slide area (top).

**Sketching the First Five Slides**

With your clear and concise story line in place in your slide headlines and with your narration written out in the off-screen notes area, your next step will be to tap into your team’s visual thinking skills by brainstorming an illustration for each headline of each of the Act I slides of your storyboard. You’ll do that by sketching a visual idea on each of the five slides, which you’ll learn about in Chapter 7, either using a Tablet PC, as shown on the slides in Figure 3-13, or using printouts of the slides.

When you do this, your focus is on making full use of the powerful visual channel of your audience members by sketching out a crisp and compelling visual story that complements your clear and concise headlines. Just as your headlines tell a story with only words, your sketches now should complement, enhance, and intensify that story on
individual slides, as well as across slides. Here you’ll also plan for both on-screen and off-screen media such as physical props, demonstrations, video, dialog, or other types of media or interactive techniques.

**FIGURE 3-13** Once you have a storyboard, you’ll sketch a graphic on each of the five slides.

**Sketching the Rest of the Slides**

As with Act I, completing the story template for Act II creates a solid foundation that will help you choose exactly what you will show and say as you present the working memory of your audience with new information. With this infrastructure in place, you’ll have endless creative options to make the crisp and clear underlying story even more powerful. Here on the Act II slides, as shown in Figure 3-14, you will visually carry through the motif you establish in Act I to help working memory better select and organize the large amount of new information.
Applying Custom Layouts

After your team has agreed and signed off on the sketches, the last step is to find and add a specific photograph, chart, or other graphic to each of the slides. But before you do that, you will apply custom layouts to each of the different sections of your storyboard, according to the way you sketched the layout of each slide. As shown in Figure 3-15, this creates a visual foundation for the slides based on the hierarchy from the story template.

By applying layouts and backgrounds, you use graphical indicators that cue working memory to the relative importance of each slide, as shown in Figure 3-16. In this example, the striking black-and-white, split-screen layout indicates the most important slides. The dark gray slides are the second-most important, and the white slides are the third-most important.
Step 3: Guide the Visual and Verbal Strands with Your Storyboard

**FIGURE 3-15** Storyboard with custom layouts applied.

**FIGURE 3-16** The slide layouts and backgrounds cue working memory to each slide’s relative importance within the big picture.
Adding Graphics to the First Five Slides
The last step is to find and add graphics to each of the slides using your sketches as a guide. Here is where you savor the fruits of the labor of writing Act I in the story template, because you know you’ve got the specific PowerPoint slides that will ensure that you start strong in your presentation, as shown in Figure 3-17. The visual and verbal clarity you achieve is possible through using the story template, which has established the foundation for everything you have done.

![Figure 3-17 Adding graphics to the first five slides of Act I.](image)

Adding Graphics to the Rest of the Slides
After you add graphics to the Act I slides, you continue by adding graphics to the rest of your slides, as shown in Figure 3-18. Here you might use photographs, screen captures, logos, charts, and other illustrations.
Step 3: Guide the Visual and Verbal Strands with Your Storyboard

Stepping into the Screen

Using the approach described in this book, you’ll be well-equipped to produce a media experience that will get you the results you want anytime you give a presentation. Focusing and distilling your ideas using a story template and clarifying them using a storyboard blends your message with your media and significantly expands your ability to enhance your presentation with sophisticated media tools and techniques. The large screen directly behind you, as shown in Figure 3-19, completely integrates your voice and body into a media experience greater than the sum of its parts. This approach brings together a range of media techniques—including those from stage, screen, theater, and television—and blends them together with your body and your clear message into a seamless presentation experience.

FIGURE 3-18 Adding graphics to the rest of the slides.
When you project your slides on a large screen, they work as visual triggers that increase your confidence as a speaker. You’re no longer tied to the uncomfortable task of reading text off the screen and unintentionally ignoring your audience. Instead the clear headline and graphic quickly prompt you to use your natural voice and authority as you explain them. While the slide is displayed, you are free to look at your audience instead of at the slide. And even if you had a fear of public speaking in the past, you’ll breathe much easier with your new PowerPoint approach. These powerful tools increase your confidence and improve the quality of everything you communicate with your spoken words and projected images. Because you’re more relaxed as a speaker, you’ll become more confident in improvising during your live presentation.
Presenting in Multiple Views

Making use of Notes Page view to write out your narration in advance increases your ability to present confidently during a live PowerPoint presentation. While your audience sees the simple slide on the screen shown on the upper left in Figure 3-20, your Presenter view in PowerPoint on your own computer displays a speaker notes pane on the right that shows what you wrote in the off-screen text box in Notes Page view. You can easily zoom in on the notes to enlarge the size of the font so that the text is easy to see.

BBP transforms the social space and opens a wide range of new possibilities for treating your PowerPoint screen as a canvas to promote dialog and collaboration. The clear story structure and innovative techniques engage your audience, but there are many more things you can do to help them feel more involved, such as using other media and physical props. When you sketch your storyboard in Chapter 7, you choose the specific tools and techniques you will use during each slide to highlight and reinforce your most important ideas.
Presenting with a Tablet PC

With BBP, you can make maximum use of a Tablet PC by writing directly on the screen to increase engagement and dialog, as shown in Figure 3-21. Chapters 7, 8, and 9 will show you a range of ways to sketch and use graphics to prompt interaction using a Tablet PC.

Presenting Online

Your visually engaging BBP slides are a great fit with online meeting tools such as Microsoft Office Live Meeting, as shown in Figure 3-22. Because the slides are designed to be visually simple, they increase the need for people to pay attention to your voice on the other end of the telephone or computer speakers.
Documenting the Experience

BBP helps you use PowerPoint in a way that gives you more than just an effective in-person presentation. As described in Chapter 2, using the conventional approach can torpedo interpersonal dynamics and produce PowerPoint files that neither work well for in-person presentations nor work well as stand-alone documents. Instead, aligning with the dual-channels theory allows you to use PowerPoint in a way that produces both an effective presentation and an effective printed handout, as shown in Figure 3-23. Looking at Notes Page view on the left, the on-screen slide area contains a headline and a simple graphic, while the off-screen notes area captures what is spoken aloud by the presenter. Keeping the narration off the screen creates effective slides (upper right), along with effective handouts (lower right).

When you distribute the PowerPoint file to people who were not present for the live presentation of visuals and narration, you send the notes pages, not the slides. You can print out the notes pages to create a physical copy or create a PDF version that you can distribute electronically.

Using Notes Page view taps into the unique value PowerPoint offers you as a communications tool, because no other tool can produce a single file that works effectively like this on a screen, on a piece of paper, and even online.
The Relative Importance of the Three Steps

You'll cover the three steps of BBP through the chapters of the book as follows:

- **Step 1: Choose a story thread and a pattern to follow.** Chapter 4 walks you through planning the first five slides of the presentation by completing Act I of the story template.

- **Step 2: Pull through what's most important first.** Chapter 5 walks you through planning the priority and sequence of the rest of the slides in the presentation.
Step 3: Guide the visual and verbal strands with your storyboard. Chapters 6, 7, 8, and 10 walk you through setting up your storyboard and narration, sketching your storyboard, adding graphics to the storyboard, and then delivering the presentation.

Although step 3 takes more time and more chapters than steps 1 and 2, the three steps are relatively equal in importance because of the role each one plays in guiding the working memory of your audience. Step 1 is critical because here you make the fundamental decisions about how to focus the presentation based on how well you know the audience and what they will hear and see. If you don’t get these first five slides of your presentation right, the rest of the presentation will be off base. Step 2 is important because it takes time to prioritize your ideas. If you don’t distill your ideas to their essence and identify your key points, there’s no way to highlight the most important information to your audience. Step 3 consists of the visual and verbal expressions of your idea built on the previous two steps. If you don’t match your visuals to the audience, set the verbal context for the visuals, and tie the experience together with your physical presence, the two preceding steps could fall short.

Together these three steps create a powerful synergy that works together to ensure that you create a powerful and meaningful experience for your audience.

Getting Started with the BBP Story Template

To use the story template, copy BBP Story Template 2007.dotx from the companion CD, and save it on your local computer. Locate the BBP Story Template on your local computer, and double-click it. Because the file is a Word 2007 template, indicated by the .dotx file extension, double-clicking the file will open a new presentation based on the template’s formatting. Save the new presentation, and then review the story template.

THE BBP GROUND RULES AND CHECKLISTS

As you follow the steps in upcoming chapters, you’ll find sets of BBP Ground Rules for writing your story template, sketching your storyboard, adding graphics, and producing the presentation experience. You’ll also find at the end of key chapters a checklist of items to make sure that you’ve covered them. Refer to Appendix A on the companion CD for a complete list of the ground rules and checklists that you can print and keep handy as you work with BBP.
Writing Headlines Using Three Ground Rules

Because the text in your story template will fill the title area in your PowerPoint slides, your sentences will require a certain format. You achieve this format by following three important ground rules that apply to every statement in your story template.

Rule 1: Write Concise, Complete Sentences with a Subject and a Verb in Active Voice

Everything you do in your presentation from this point forward will build on the headlines you write in your story template. To effectively communicate your message consistently and clearly through your entire story, your headlines must be complete sentences with a subject and a verb. The verbs should be in active voice to keep your language dynamic and direct; the same principles, techniques, and rules that define good writing also define good headlines in your template.

See Also For an excellent reference guide to writing the headlines of your story template clearly and concisely, see William Strunk Jr. and E. B. White’s, *The Elements of Style* (Longman, 2000).

Writing headlines in the form of complete sentences imposes a discipline on your ideas by forcing you to turn them into coherent thoughts and remove any ambiguity. Later, when you import your headlines into the title area of your PowerPoint slides, your audience will have no doubt about what you want to communicate because they can read it for themselves at the top of each slide. Write your headlines using sentence case, with the initial word capitalized and the rest in lowercase.

When you write your headlines for Act I, constrain them to only one line that fills the width of the cell without extending to a second line. The columns in your template for Act II are narrower, so you can extend those headlines to a maximum of about two and a half lines. Constraining your headlines to these limits keeps you from being wordy and ensures that your headlines will fill a maximum of two lines when you send them to the title area of your PowerPoint slides.

TIP If you’re looking for practical examples of how to write concisely, look no further than the headlines of a newspaper. When writing a headline, an editor has limited space to communicate an idea clearly, so the language must be clear, direct, and engaging.
It might be a challenge to keep your headlines brief, but that’s part of the process of boiling down your complicated ideas to their essence. This distillation will help you to get right to the point in your presentations.

**Rule 2: Be Clear, Direct, Specific, and Conversational**

Each statement in your story template will speak directly to your audience when it fills the title area of a slide, so use a conversational tone that is simple, clear, and direct. Say what you mean in plain language. When you make your point, include the details that give it specificity, color, and impact. You should tailor your words to the level of understanding of everyone in the audience and place nothing in the headline that is not in the audience’s vocabulary. The point of the headline is to help your audience understand your point as efficiently as possible—if you use words unfamiliar to them, you create obstacles to understanding, and they will wonder what the individual words mean instead of attending to the overall message. The exception to using simple words is if everyone in the audience has prior understanding of the technical language you are using.

When you write your headlines, imagine that you are addressing a few members of your audience sitting in chairs next to your desk. Because you’re simply having a conversation, your voice should be relaxed and casual—not tense and formal. This conversational tone will help you keep your headlines from getting wordy. Later, when your audience reads your headlines in the title area of your slides, the conversational tone will help them to feel more relaxed and open to your ideas. Although presenters might assume formal language gives them more authority, research shows people learn better when information is presented in a conversational style rather than a formal style.

---

**THREE GROUND RULES FOR WRITING HEADLINES**

Your story template depends on a special writing style that boils down your story to its essence. Follow these three ground rules to keep your writing concise:

- **Rule 1:** Write concise, complete sentences with a subject and a verb in active voice.
- **Rule 2:** Be clear, direct, specific, and conversational.
- **Rule 3:** Link your ideas across cells.
Rule 3: Link Your Ideas Across Cells

As you’ll see in Chapters 4 and 5, you’ll be breaking up your ideas into smaller pieces as you write your thoughts in the cells of the story template. As you do that, you want to make sure that you link your ideas so that they flow to one another as you read them across the cells. You can make sure you do this by choosing a consistent tense across all headlines—you’ll generally create a more dynamic story if you use the present tense. You should also link your ideas by using a parallel sentence structure across cells, which keeps everything sounding clear and coherent. Linking your cells verbally in the story template becomes important when you sketch and add graphics to your storyboard visually, as you’ll see in Chapters 6, 7, 8, and 9.

THE WRITING ON THE WALL

Although writing is usually considered a solitary experience, don’t write your PowerPoint script alone. Invite the members of your team to join you in a conference room. To get started, attach a projector to your laptop computer and display your story template as a Word document on the screen. When the story template is projected onto a wall, it becomes a tool for a group of people to see, create, discuss, debate, and agree on the structure of any presentation. Organizations have found the story template tool to be a breakthrough innovation because it guides a collaborative process, gives people ownership, taps into collective brainpower, and literally gets everyone on the same sheet of paper.

Now that you’ve prepared your story template and reviewed the ground rules, it’s time to get specific and start with the beginning—the first five slides of your PowerPoint presentation.